**Innovation** is the application of new solutions that meet new requirements, inarticulate needs, or existing market needs. This is accomplished through more effective products, processes, services, technologies, or ideas that are readily available to markets, governments and society. The term innovation can be defined as something original and new that “breaks in to” the market or into society. One usually associates to new phenomena that are important in some way. A definition of the term, in line with these aspects, would be the following: “An innovation is something original, new, and important - in whatever field - that breaks in to (or obtains a foothold in) a market or society.”

While something novel is often described as an innovation, in economics, management science and other fields of practice and analysis it is generally considered a process that brings together various novel ideas in a way that they have an impact on society.

Innovation differs from invention in that innovation refers to the use of a better and, as a result, novel idea or method, whereas invention refers more directly to the creation of the idea or method itself.

Innovation differs from improvement in that innovation refers to the notion of doing something different rather than doing the same thing better.

NIF’s partners include Honey Bee Network, SRISTI, GIAN, and, government bodies.

The Honey Bee Network started in 1986-87 with like-minded individuals who believed in developing a fair and responsible knowledge ecosystem. The philosophy of the Honey Bee Network derives its breath from one’s commonplace experience of a honey bee, which gathers nectar from a flower, and, facilitates pollination of the other flowers, thereby helping the flowers to bloom. However, in the entire process, the flower, whose nectar had been disseminated by the honey bee, does not complain at all! Ploughing back the same theme, the Honey Bee Network’s philosophy facilitates the development of a knowledge ecosystem, where the knowledge holder gets due share of acknowledgment and recognition for the dissemination of his knowledge/innovation with his neighbors.

SRISTI or Society for Research and Initiatives for Sustainable Technologies and Institutions was formed in 1993 with the objective of empowering knowledge -rich economically-poor people. SRISTI provides organization support to the activities of the Honey Bee Network. It publishes a quarterly Honey Bee Newsletter in 7 regional languages which helps spread the message of the network. It also organizes the annual traditional food festival SAATKI at Ahmedabad.

GIAN or Grassroots Innovation Augmentation Network was set up in 1997 with the help of the Gujarat government. Further, the government of Rajasthan has also helped in setting up a GIAN wing at Jaipur. GIAN functions as a business technology incubator to help untrained, unqualified, individual innovators kickstart a sustainable business venture.

**National Innovation Foundation - India (NIF)** is an autonomous body under the Department of Science and Technology (India). It was set up in February 2000 at Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India to provide institutional support for scouting, spawning, sustaining and scaling up the grassroots innovations.

NIF conducts a biennial national competition for grassroots green technologies developed by farmers, mechanics, artisans and others through their own genius without any recourse to professional help. NIF validates these innovations with the help of experts, and, ascertains the novelty in these innovations by doing prior art search. If the innovation is deemed novel, NIF files a patent on behalf of the innovator. NIF also funds value addition initiatives in these innovations to upscale them and make them more useful for a larger segment of people.

To determine the feasibility of the commercializing of technology, NIF conducts market research and test marketing. Those technologies which are found to be commercially viable are licensed to willing entrepreneurs. A Micro Venture Innovation Fund (MVIF), sponsored by Small Industries Development Bank of India in 2003, supports the activities of prototype development, test marketing and pilot production.

**IGNITE** is an annual competition for student’s ideas and innovations conducted by NIF. All students up to the 12th class from any school (and of the same age group but out of school also) in India are eligible to participate in IGNITE.

NIF is mandated to build a national register of ideas, innovations and Traditional Knowledge (TK) practices related to agriculture, plants, animal health, and human health. With the help of the Honey Bee Network, NIF has been able to document more than 1,50,000 ideas, innovations and traditional practices.
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“**If you’re not big enough to lose, you’re not big enough to win.**” Walter Reuther
Millions of cars or the road means only one thing, an excellent source for air pollution. The amount of pollution that all cars produce together can create big problems. The amount of pollution that all cars produce together can cause big problems. Government created laws that restrict the amount of pollution that cars produce to solve it. Auto makers have made many improvements to car engines and fuel systems to keep up with these laws. In 1975, an interesting device called catalytic converter was created.

- The device, converts harmful pollutants into less harmful emissions before they ever leave the car’s exhaust system.
- The exhaust from the combustion in a car engine is comprised of six main ingredients:
  - Nitrogen gas, Carbon dioxide and water vapor are the three of the main emissions. These gases do not cause damage to the atmosphere.
  - Carbon Monoxide, other hydrocarbons and Nitrogen Oxides result in a majority of the pollution caused by cars.
  - Carbon monoxide is a colorless and odorless gas that can kill you if too much is inhaled
  - Hydrocarbons are produced during incomplete combustion and these hydrocarbons can be broken down by the sun, creating ground level Ozone, also known as smog.
  - Nitrogen Oxides can cause acid rains.

Catalytic convertors are designed to reduce these last three emissions.

Construction:
- The core is often a ceramic/stainless steel foil honeycomb.
- increases the amount of surface area
- Support the catalyst. Also called “catalyst support”.
- A wash coat is used to make converters more efficient because a mixture of silica and alumina will form a rough and irregular surface which leads to more surface area.
- Therefore, more places for active precious metal sites. The catalyst is added to the wash coat before applied to the core.
- Platinum is the most active catalyst and is widely used. Other materials such as palladium and rhodium have also been used.

Hydrogen Powered Car

Technically a device that converts the energy stored in hydrogen into motion can be called a Hydrogen engine. Hydrogen would make a great fuel for the environment since burning Hydrogen produces nothing but water!

Hydrogen Powered car essentially consists of the following:
- Fuel tank: Liquid hydrogen is stored in a tank at the rear of the car and is pumped forward to the fuel cell stack as and when required.
- Fuel Cell Stack: When Hydrogen is combined with Oxygen in a fuel cell a chemical reaction creates electricity.
- Battery Pack: The battery pack is periodically recharged by the fuel cell. The power from the battery pack is used to provide rapid acceleration.
- Electric Motor: The stack provides electricity for the electric motor that powers the vehicle.

Right from the year 1625, when Johann Baptista van Helmont discovered the gas, Hydrogen; people were curious enough to find the uses of the new found gas. It nearly took a mind boggling 181 years to develop an internal combustion engine which runs on a mixture of hydrogen and water by the icon of 18th century who is none other than, Francois Issac de Rivaz. The Swiss inventor, is credited with the development and construction of the world’s first IC engine back in 1806. From then onwards, it was always a challenge to develop the best IC engine. This has lead to developing different varieties of engines.

A pictorial representation of the Hydrogen powered vehicle is shown below.

Advantages of Hydrogen Fuel Cell:
- Zero emissions (pure water is produced)
- No dependence on foreign oil
- Ability to harvest solar and renewable energy
- Not many moving parts in a vehicle (more mileage before things start breaking)
- Hydrogen weighs less than gasoline (vehicles would not need as much energy to move)

Comparable Efficiencies
- Hydrogen Fuel cells at over 50% efficiency
- Fossil fuel powered car at 10% - 20% efficiency
- Hybrid powered cars have 30% - 35% efficiency

Companies Getting Involved
- Ford- P2000
- Honda- FCX
- Mazda- Winkle motor
- BMW (within 2 years)
- Hydrogen 7

Ukshil Jain
Jimit Vyas
Looking at the market of Apple iOS and MAC, Governing Body of the college thought to establish a dedicated Apple Lab for MAC & iOS training for the betterment of the students. Recently we launched 3 days workshop on iOS training which was 1st time in the state and happened rarely even in entire country. Due to the same, this initiative was appreciated by GTU, IT experts and press media. Due to huge response of students from our college as well as other colleges, we conducted 3 more workshops and registrations for 5th workshop is going on! Apart from this, we are planning to launch a full time course on iOS which would be totally industry oriented and beneficial for projects & placement related activities. We have also planned to do one day MAC training workshops, benefit of which can be availed by all the students of various departments including Mechanical, Civil etc. There are many other plans and enhancements discussed with Hon. Chairman of the institute and will be in execution soon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Total Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29/7/13 – 31/7/13</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/8/13 – 3/8/13</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/8/13 – 10/8/13</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IOS Workshop**

**Community Services**

* Students visited “Jeevan Sandhya” vrathamram, Hiramaní School on 27/7/13 and celebrated birthday of 3 members of the ashram and also quiz and garba were organized to entertain old age people.
* Funds were collected by students for blind girls of “Andhkanya Prakash Group” by selling their handmade rachis in college canteen
* Institute has recently signed a MoU with “Sadvichar Parivar” to bring the awareness about anti-tobacco campaign, hygiene etc. to children of municipal corporation schools and surrounded village schools under the campaign – “Awareness about health among school children”

**Bridge Course** (22nd July, 13 to 31st Aug, 13)

The Bridge Course is aimed to act as a buffer for the new entrants, with an objective to provide adequate time for the transition to hardcore engineering courses. Students were groomed for the foundation subjects. During this interaction of 6 weeks with the faculty and their classmates, the students were equipped with the knowledge and confidence needed to take on bigger challenges as future engineers of this country. The Bridge Course was designed with a mixed set of activities during the class. Hence the teacher-student contact was not classified into number of hours for lecture (theory) class or practical (laboratory) classes. Interactive and Active Learning was weaved into Bridge Course for first time.

**15th August, 2013**

67th Independence Day was celebrated in presence of about 700 students and all staff members of SOCET. The students of SOCET have performed on various aspects of “Saptdhara” patriotic philosophy. The celebration also included exhibition on “Career opportunity for Engineers in Indian Defense services. It was followed by high tea sponsored by management.

**Student Achievements**

Five students of Mechanical Dept. represented college at BAJA-2014 for national level competition under guidance of Mr. Aniruddh Kyada & Mr. Ripen Shah

---

**Sr. Date** | **Time** | **Topic** | **Speaker** | **Dept-Sem** | **Type**
---|---|---|---|---|---
1. 12th July | 2 pm to 3:30 pm | Moon Mission | Dr. Y.B. Acharya (Scientist-Engineer from Physical Research Laboratory (PRL)) | EC-V | Expert Lectures
2. 30th July | 11:00 am to 1:30 pm | Building Information Modelling Software | Mr. Shivang Rajveer & Mr. D.J. Ganguly (Dimension Plus Company) | Civil-VII | Seminars
3. 5th August | 2 pm to 3 pm | Space Technology | Dr. Rishi Gadawala (Expert in Space Industry) | EC-VII & V | Seminars
1. 16th July | 11 am to 1 pm | IDP & UDP | Mr. Jatin Choudhary (GTU) & Mr. Shard Parekh (Strut Renewable Source Industry) | ME-VII | Workshops
2. 17th July | 10 am to 12 noon | SAE Design | Miss Kajal Prajapati (ME-VII sem student SOCET) | ME-III & V | Workshops
3. 20th July | 3:00 pm to 3:30 pm | TCES (Tech Civil Engineering Sessions) | SOCET students | Civil-III, V & VII | Workshops
4. 22nd Aug | 10 am to 3:30 pm | GEDA-energy conservation programme | Mr. R.N. Pandya (Senior Project Executive from GEDA) & Mr. Alpesh Pandya & Mr. Kapil Jani & Mr. Piyush Kakadiya (Energy Auditor-Total Energy Consultant) | ME-VII | Workshops
1. 5th July to 4th August | 3:30 pm to 5:00 pm | Robotics & Embedded C | Manal Sankhla | EC-VII | Workshops

“Losing is a part of winning ” Dick Munro
Steve Jobs (February 24, 1955 – October 5, 2011) was an American entrepreneur, marketer, and inventor who was the co-founder, chairman, and CEO of Apple Inc. Through Apple, he is widely recognized as a charismatic pioneer of the personal computer revolution and for his influential career in the computer and consumer electronics fields, transforming "one industry after another, from computers and smart phones to music and movies. Jobs also co-founded and served as chief executive of Pixar Animation Studios; he became a member of the board of directors of The Walt Disney Company in 2006, when Disney acquired Pixar.

After a power struggle with the board of directors in 1985, Jobs left Apple and founded NeXT, a computer platform development company specializing in the higher-education and business markets. In 1996, after Apple had failed to deliver its operating system the NeXTSTEP platform became the foundation for the Mac OS X. Jobs returned to Apple as an advisor, and took control of the company as an interim CEO. Jobs brought Apple from near bankruptcy to profitability by 1999.

As the new CEO of the company, Jobs oversaw the development of the iMac, iTunes, iPod, iPhone, and iPad, and on the services side, the company’s Apple Retail Stores, iTunes Store and the App Store. The success of these products and services provided several years of stable financial returns, and propelled Apple to become the world's most valuable publicly traded company in 2011.

In 2003, Jobs was diagnosed with a pancreas neuroendocrine tumor. On medical leave for most of 2011, Jobs resigned in August. After a power struggle with the board of directors in 1985, Jobs left Apple and founded NeXT, a computer platform development company specializing in the higher-education and business markets.

Steve Jobs (February 24, 1955 – October 5, 2011) was an American entrepreneur, marketer, and inventor who was the co-founder, chairman, and CEO of Apple Inc. Through Apple, he is widely recognized as a charismatic pioneer of the personal computer revolution and for his influential career in the computer and consumer electronics fields, transforming "one industry after another, from computers and smart phones to music and movies. Jobs also co-founded and served as chief executive of Pixar Animation Studios; he became a member of the board of directors of The Walt Disney Company in 2006, when Disney acquired Pixar.

After a power struggle with the board of directors in 1985, Jobs left Apple and founded NeXT, a computer platform development company specializing in the higher-education and business markets. In 1996, after Apple had failed to deliver its operating system the NeXTSTEP platform became the foundation for the Mac OS X. Jobs returned to Apple as an advisor, and took control of the company as an interim CEO. Jobs brought Apple from near bankruptcy to profitability by 1999.

As the new CEO of the company, Jobs oversaw the development of the iMac, iTunes, iPod, iPhone, and iPad, and on the services side, the company’s Apple Retail Stores, iTunes Store and the App Store. The success of these products and services provided several years of stable financial returns, and propelled Apple to become the world’s most valuable publicly traded company in 2011.

In 2003, Jobs was diagnosed with a pancreas neuroendocrine tumor. On medical leave for most of 2011, Jobs resigned in August that year, and was elected Chairman of the Board. He died of respiratory arrest related to his tumor on October 5, 2011.

Jobs received a number of honors and public recognition for his influence in the technology and music industries.

"Father of the Digital Revolution"  "A Master of Innovation"  "The master evangelist of the Digital Age"  "A Design Perfectionist"

Macintosh  NeXT  iMac  iPod  iPhone  iPad

Macintosh was introduced in January 1984. The computer had no “Mac” name on the front, but rather just the Apple logo. [151] Apple co-founder and former Apple engineer, Steve Wozniak, has said that the Macintosh failed under Steve Jobs, and that it wasn’t until Jobs left that it became a success. After Jobs was forced out of Apple in 1985, he started a company that built work-station computers. The NeXT Computer was introduced in 1989. Tim Berners-Lee created the world’s first web browser on the NeXT Computer. The NeXT Computer was the basis for today’s Macintosh OS X and iPh- one operating system (OS).

Apple iMac was introduced in 1998 and its innovative design was directly the result of Jobs’s return to Apple. In 1999, Apple introduced the Graphite gray Apple iMac and since has varied the shape, colour and size considerably while maintaining the all-in-one design. Design ideas were intended to create a connection with the user such as the handle and a breathing light effect when the computer went to sleep. There were some technical revolutions for iMac too. The USB ports being the only device inputs on the iMac. So the iMac’s success helped popularize the interface among third party peripheral makers, which is evidenced by the fact that many early USB peripherals were made of translucent plastic to match the iMac design.

The first generation of iPod was released October 23, 2001. The major innovation of the iPod was its small size achieved by using a 1.8” hard drive compared to the 2.5” hard drive common to players at that time. The capacity of the first generation iPod ranged from 5G to 10 Gigabytes. More than 100,000 iPods were sold before the end of 2001. The introduction of the iPod resulted in Apple becoming a major player in the music industry. After the 1st generation of iPod, Apple released the hard drive-based iPod classic, the touch screen iPod Touch, video-capable iPod Nano, screen-less iPod Shuffle in the following years.

Apple began work on the first iPhone in 2005 and the first iPhone was released on June 29, 2007. The iPhone created such a sensation that a survey indicated six out of ten Americans were aware of its release. Time magazine declared it “Invention of the Year” for 2007. A year later, the iPhone 3G was released in July 2008 with three key features: support for GPS, 3G data and tri-band UMTS/HSDPA. In June 2009, the iPhone 3GS, added voice control, a better camera, and a faster processor was introduced by Phil Schiller.

iPod, a line of tablet comput- ers was the last prod- uct by Steve, designed and marketed by Apple Inc. The first iPad was released on April 3, 2010. An iPad can shoot video, take pho- tos, play music, and per- form Internet functions such as web-browsing and emailing. Other func- tions—games, reference, GPS navigation, social net- working, etc.—can be ena- bled by downloading and installing apps; as of 2013, the App Store offered more than 900,000 apps by Apple and third parties.

"My great concern is not whether you have failed, but whether you are content with your failure."